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St. Kitts to Enforce Dress Code
for Taxi and Tour Operators
the standard of service
in the tourism industry, and ably meet the
growing demand of the
record numbers of arrivals to the island.

In an effort raise the
standard of service
offered to guests, the
Ministry of Tourism
and the St. Kitts
Tourism
Authority
will be enforcing a
dress code for all taxi
and tour bus operators, it was announced
Thursday.
In light of the fact
St. Kitts is currently
first in the OECS as
it relates to cruise arrivals and third in
the region in visitor
spending, the move
is intended to raise
standards and remain
competitive in an “ever-expanding global operators, improving
the overall standard of
environment.”
product and services
Enforcement of a offered by all operadress code is aimed tors and improvement
at ensuring the safety of the overall customer
of guests and local taxi and tour bus

Complaints of harassment, infighting and
disrespectful treatment
of cruise passengers
from vendors were
cited as motivation for
the initiative, including
the dress code, which is
designed to curb such
behavior and protect
the integrity of the destination and the livelihood of all its citizens.
the Authority ensuring that the items of
“A taxi or tour bus op- clothing do not bear
erator shall wear the any offensive inapprouniform
prescribed priate writing, symbol
by his association or or wording, including
adhere to the dress political or other adcode established by vertising thereon,” according Schedule 1 of
the Saint Christopher
Tourism
Authority
(Prescribed
Areas)
Regulations 2009:
experience

The dress code as established by the Saint
Christopher Tourism
Authority is as follows:
St.
Kitts
Taxi
Association:
Blue
Polo
Shirt
with
Association Crest and
long black Pant or knee
length skirt.

Jack
shirt
with
Corporative Crest and
long Black Pant.
St. Kitts Tourism
Authority:
Green
shirt with follow your
heart Logo and long
black or khaki pant
or knee length skirt.
Individual
Tour
Companies :Shirt of the
Tour Company with the
Respective crest/logo
and long pant that coincides with the colour
scheme of the uniform.
Uniforms of individual
tour companies must
be presented to the
Ministry of Tourism
and the St. Kitts
Tourism Authority in
writing for approval.
Operators are also
reminded that their
vehicles are to be inspected and issued
a current decal to
operate.

All taxi and tour bus
operators are advised
that failure to adhere
to the dress code and
the other elements of
the code of conduct
may result in their removal from Port Zante
Taxi or the suspension of
Cream their licence.

Liamuiga
Taxi
Association: Orange
Jersey
Shirt
with
Association crest and
long black pant or Knee
length skirt.

Additionally,
the
St. Kitts Tourism
Authority has embarked on a tourism
Kitts
awareness campaign St.
called #StepUp to raise Corporative:

NIA Ministry of
Tourism Taxi IDs
and Vehicle Permits
ready for collection
The Ministry of Tourism in the
Nevis Island Administration advises all bona-fide taxi operators on
the island of Nevis new taxi IDs and
vehicle permits are available for
collection effective Monday Aug.
26 at the Ministry of Tourism, First
Floor, Social Security Building.

at time of collection.
The public is reminded it is an offence for any person to operate a
taxi or tour bus in a prescribed area
without a valid permit issued by the
Ministry of Tourism.

For further information contact the
You must bring along a copy of Ministry of Tourism on 469-5521
your vehicle registration document ext. 6444 or 6442.
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Big plans for school meals program
By Monique Washington

The new school meals
coordinator in the
Nevis Ministry of

coordinator
Renel
Daniel
said
that
there will be training sessions with the
school’s meals cook,
coaches, physical edu-

in hand. Nutrition
and physical activity goes hand in hand.
The coaches will learn
about the importance
of nutrition. A lot of

also be taught how to said that children will
prepare five special be served infused water or water with their
healthy dishes.
meals.
“They will be trained
on portion sizes, low Whole fruits will also
salt meals and they be served at the first
will be taught how to break in the morning.
prepare five special
meals. Right now all “We have to encourthe schools are doing age our children to eat
their own thing but we fruits instead of eating
want to standardise it, unhealthy stuff. We
so we know what is have to incorporate
given to our children,” healthy snacks,” she
said.
she said.
She noted that in
October all public
primary schools will
be incorporating five
standardised
meals.
The cooks will be
given recipes and after
training will go away
knowing how to prepare the meals.
Daniel said that the
standardised
meals
which will be served
on Wednesday will
also incorporate “water Wednesday”. She

School meals coordinator Renel Daniel speaking on plans for upcoming school term

Education is planning
some healthy changes
to the way primary
school children eat at
school.

cation teachers and
pre-school
teachers
a week ahead of the
opening of school on
Nevis.

times we think we can
do one without the other but we need both to
show we need sustainable healthy lifestyle
habits,” Daniel said.

Speaking with The “You can’t just change
Observer on Monday, your diet and not ex- In addition, Daniel
newly
appointed ercise, they go hand said that the cooks will

She noted that the
Health
Promotion
Unit will be assisting in teaching students about promoting
healthy eating.
“They will have an understanding as to why
this meal is important
to them at this age or
important for them to
grow,” she informed.
Daniel said that the
agro-processors will
also be assisting the

cooks with teaching
how to put a healthy
spin on unhealthy
foods.
“The agro-processors
we are going to teach
our cooks to do a pizza
that is not all white
flour. They are going to
come in and teach our
cooks how to the pizza
dough and how to do
the sauce from whole
tomatoes, not artificial.
They will learn how to
make pizza that will
give them more nutrients than a normal
pizza. They will also
teach the cooks how
to prepare fruit popsicles,” she said.
Daniel noted that in
the near future it is
their hope that the
snack vendors that sell
outside of the school
year will jump on the
healthy train.
“One step at a time
though,” she said
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Safety and
amnesty
The Royal St Christopher and Nevis Police Force has announced that 43
illegal firearms have been removed from circulation; 40 were voluntarily
yielded by their owners, and 13 removed as a result of police intelligence.
That is great news. Sadly, it has been greeted with skepticism.
The Observer joins with those who congratulate the Police and the amnesty programme for the results achieved thus far. We do not delude
ourselves that the streets are now safe, but they are 43 guns safer than they
were before. This may be an unintended effect of the legalization of the
herb as there is less need now to protect farms. Perhaps, perhaps not, but
we welcome the reprieve anyway.
Some surmise that the Government is paying persons for giving up their
guns. Whether this is true or not is immaterial: if it requires payment to
safeguard citizens, then it is money well spent. If the Police had to grant
amnesty from prosecution to the intermediaries between the gangs and the
police, then so be it - grant the amnesty. These intermediaries have put
themselves and their families in mortal danger to perform this function,
and we salute them for their unselfishness. Country above self.
We offer congratulations to those gangsters who have come to their senses
and yielded their guns, and encourage those members who have not yet
joined the peace initiative to do so soon. Its for your own protection also.
The removal and destruction of these firearms is good, but we, as a society
must vow never to return to this stage. If you see something suspicious,
say something. If you know how, where and when the guns are being
smuggled into the country, leave an anonymous tip for law enforcement.
Police, an anonymous tip must remain anonymous. Mothers, if you know
where your sons are hiding guns, tell someone you can trust; this may be
the best protection you can give to your sons.
But what if these guns were used in the commission of crimes? Is this part
of the amnesty? The jury is out on that one.
The Observer calls upon political parties on both sides of the political
divide to join forces in fighting crime and violence. Let us de-politicise
crime and violence in much the same way as we have decriminalized
marijuana.
Together we can.
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Big plans for school
meals program

Broadband
strategy will
advance
the socioeconomic
development of
the Federation

School meals coordinator Renel Daniel speaking on plans for upcoming school term

Director of Technology, Ms. Amicia Mussenden.

By Monique Washington

The new school meals
coordinator in the Nevis
Ministry of Education is
planning some healthy
changes to the way primary school children
eat at school.
Speaking with The
Observer on Monday,
newly appointed coordinator Renel Daniel
said that there will be
training sessions with
the school’s meals cook,
coaches, physical education teachers and preschool teachers a week
ahead of the opening of
school on Nevis.
“You can’t just change
your diet and not exercise, they go hand
in hand. Nutrition and
physical activity goes
hand in hand. The
coaches will learn about
the importance of nutrition. A lot of times we
think we can do one
without the other but

we need both to show
we need sustainable
healthy lifestyle habits,”
Daniel said.
In addition, Daniel said
that the cooks will also
be taught how to prepare five special healthy
dishes.
“They will be trained
on portion sizes, low
salt meals and they
will be taught how to
prepare five special
meals. Right now all the
schools are doing their
own thing but we want
to standardise it, so we
know what is given to
our children,” she said.
She noted that in
October all public primary schools will be
incorporating five standardised meals. The
cooks will be given
recipes and after training will go away knowing how to prepare the
meals.
Daniel said that the

standardised
meals
which will be served
on Wednesday will
also incorporate “water
Wednesday”. She said
that children will be
served infused water or
water with their meals.
Whole fruits will also be
served at the first break
in the morning.
“We have to encourage
our children to eat fruits
instead of eating unhealthy stuff. We have
to incorporate healthy
snacks,” she said.
She noted that the
Health Promotion Unit
will be assisting in
teaching students about
promoting
healthy
eating.
“They will have an understanding as to why
this meal is important
to them at this age or
important for them to
grow,” she informed.
Daniel said that the

agro-processors
will
also be assisting the
cooks with teaching
how to put a healthy
spin on unhealthy foods.
“The agro-processors
we are going to teach
our cooks to do a pizza
that is not all white flour.
They are going to come
in and teach our cooks
how to the pizza dough
and how to do the sauce
from whole tomatoes,
not artificial. They will
learn how to make pizza
that will give them more
nutrients than a normal
pizza. They will also
teach the cooks how to
prepare fruit popsicles,”
she said.
Daniel noted that in the
near future it is their
hope that the snack vendors that sell outside

of the school year will
jump on the healthy
train.
“One step at a time
though,” she said

The government of St. Kitts and Nevis has recognized the way to further advance society is
through the development of the Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) sector by
increasing people’s involvement in technology,
a sentiment echoed by Director of Technology,
Ms. Amicia Mussenden and Programme Officer
at the International Telecommunication Union,
Sylvester Cadette, during the opening ceremony
of the St. Kitts and Nevis Broadband Strategy
Consultation Tuesday.
“Through these multi-stakeholder consultations,
we will work together to identify and arrive at
consensus on the main goals and priorities of the
strategy, that will be critical not only for supporting the delivery of digital services in government
and the private sector, but more importantly, for
advancing the wider socio-economic development of the Federation,” Mussenden said.
Cadette said that understanding this in the
21st century means broadband networks need to
be considered as basic critical infrastructure,
“Broadband networks offer…the greatest opportunity we have ever had to make rapid solid
advances in global, social and economic development across all sectors including healthcare,
education, new job opportunities, transportation,
agriculture, trade and government services,” he
said. “It becomes not just an economic imperative,
but now it becomes a social, and probably even a
moral imperative to ensure that broadband…can
be brought to the general [population].”
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Junior Education Minister commends
school principals for students’
performance in overseas exams
Proficiency Examination (CAPE), Caribbean
Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC) and
Caribbean Certificate of Secondary Level
Competence (CCSLC) has just returned,” he
said. “The Department of Education, they are
working on doing the analysis. We have not received the final analysis yet. The results that we
“I know the results for Caribbean Advanced got, they were preliminary, but it does look like
Hon. Troy Liburd, Junior Minister of Education,
commended school managers for the Nevis
Island Administration’s secondary schools
Tuesday for what appears to be satisfactory results by students who sat this year’s overseas
examinations.

Hon. Troy Liburd, Junior Minister of Education on Nevis
(file photo)

our schools continue to perform well, and I believe that is worth highlighting.”
The minister was delivering remarks at the start
of the Ministry of Education’s annual meeting
for school principals at the Jessups Community
Centre ahead of the commencement of the 201920 school year.
Liburd also congratulated the school management teams at the primary level for their students’ success in the 2019 Test of Standards,
noting that he was looking forward to continued
success in the upcoming school year, and hoped
principals would embrace coming changes in the
new school year.
Liburd also updated principals on the ongoing
work on the physical plant of some public schools
and assured that renovations would continue.
“We have been able to do some work but because
of budgetary constraints we have not gotten to
all of the work but I want to take the opportunity
to give my commitment that what we cannot get
done during summer that we are going to try to
get them done as we can throughout the school
year and during the Christmas vacation break
and the Easter vacation break,” he said.
The minister added that in addition to the fulltime maintenance team attached to the Ministry
of Education, they would be receiving assistance
from the Public Works Department.
“As you know we now have the maintenance
team within Education, so we are able to deploy
it more regularly than we would have been able
to before but we have also gotten the commitment from the Public Works Department to continue to work with us,” he said.
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Daly to face Brantley in Federal Elections
By Monique Washington

Vice president of the Nevis
Reformation Party (NRP)
Kelvin Daly has officially
announced his candidacy in
the upcoming federal elections against Nevis Premier
Mark Brantley in Nevis 9
St. Pauls/St. Johns.
Daly, who is a newcomer
in the political arena, was
voted vice president of the
NRP during their convention last October. Daly is
also the former principal of
the Clarence Fitzroy Bryant
College.
On Tuesday, during a radio
interview, Daly said that
after consultation and consideration he has decided to
run in Nevis 9 and intends
Nevis Reform Party vice president Kelvin Daly has announced his intention to face Nevis Premier Mark
to launch his candidacy on
Brantley in the next federal election.
September 16 at an event in
be asking my party leader serve the “people” rather a credible candidate that
Bouku Park.
can “bring back the voice
[Robelto Hector] for us to than serving himself.
of the regular people.”
“I can no longer run from the have my launch for the canweight of the responsibility didacy for Nevis 9,” he said. He said that he wants to be
seen not just as someone “I don’t want people to
to put my money where my
mouth is,” said Daly. “I will Daly said that he wants to opposing Brantley but as the impression because

they hear me speak a certain way my candidacy
is much bigger and more
significant than simply
opposing the present
parliamentarian.
I believe my candidacy
has now to do with the
call to service, serving the
people of Nevis and not
myself,” said Daly.
He said Brantley is “all
about himself” and he
wanted to bring professionalism to government.
“I am running because we
need to bring back professionalism in the public
service where qualifications mean something and
people are treated with
respect and properly compensated for what they
do,” he said.
Daly said that once elected he will “bring back
some level of accountability, fairness, transparency, good governance to
Nevis.”
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Promising Goalkeeper off to LSU
highlighted
performer.

By Loshaun Dixon

A young goalkeeper from
St. Kitts and Nevis is off to
Louisiana State University
in the United States on a
football scholarship with
that university.
Zaykeese Smith, St. Kitts
Nevis National U23 goalkeeper, of Craddock Road,
Nevis received the scholarship when he represented
the St. Kitts and Nevis
under 20 Football team in
a Novermber tournament
played in Tampa where was
singled out by scouts who
were impressed with his
performances.
His standout game in that
competition was when
St. Kitts and Nevis upset Canada with Smith

as

a

top national teams.

He spoke of how his past
Coach Josh McReynolds of experiences representing
LSU decided that Smith be national teams at various
a part of his football setup. levels would help in this
new endeavor.
In an interview with The
Observer, Smith said he left “You just have to remember
the Federation on Tuesday where you come from and
and called the selection stay focused and humble.”
an opportunity that can
change his life and can lead He said that the St. Kitts and
to a professional contract Nevis Football Association
has assisted in paying for
following his schooling.
his travel and helped to se“It can change my life cure a student visa.
in many ways with free
schooling and hopefully at Smith was also part of the
the end of it I can get a pro- St. Kitts and Nevis U23
fessional contract some- team that recently advanced to the next round of
where,” Smith said.
Olympic Qualifying after
Smith played for Youths of they won Group D in the
the Future in Nevis and the first round, a round that
Rams Village Superstars also included knocking out
in St. Kitts as well as the host Jamaica.

Zaykeese Smith, St. Kitts and Nevis National U23 goalkeeper, of
Craddock road in Nevis will be attending university in the United
States on a football scholarship.

St. Kitts-Nevis Government
Improving Services to Empower
Differently-Abled People
The Government of St.
Kitts and Nevis continues to take tangible
steps to improve the
lives of differentlyabled persons, following recommendations
that were outlined in
a review carried out
by a consultant from
the European Union,
Minister of Social
Development
the
Honourable Eugene
Hamilton, said at
the 10th Regional
Assembly of Disabled
People International
North America and the
Caribbean (DPI-NAC)
held at the St. Kitts
Marriott Resort Aug.
23-25.

well as the elimination
of stigma and discrimination — those are the
areas identified needing important work,”
Minister
Hamilton
said.

School, and others.

Other initiatives include regular informational sessions where
critical
interaction
and exchanges take
place between policyHamilton said that makers and differsince the report card, ently-abled persons;
his ministry “has taken providing additional
a decision to expand space for the SKNAPD
our services to per- to conduct training and
sons with disabilities. wheelchair repair acIndividuals are able tivities; and improving
to benefit from vari- housing solutions.
ous social protection
programmes once eli- “Our Team Unity
gible. The ministry has Government has ... in
identified two officers the Human Settlement
as focal points for per- Ministry, taken strides
sons with disabilities.” to ensure that householders, persons with
The officers work disabilities have access
Minister of Social Development, the Honourable Eugene Hamilton
closely with spe- to houses in our comThe consultant, Hans
cial needs organi- munity with appropriWolf, conducted a
workshop with stake- by Minister Hamilton, made progress in areas zations such as the ate ramps,” Minister
holders in December during remarks at of social protection, St. Kitts and Nevis Hamilton told the lo2017 to help craft a the opening of the particularly education Association of Persons cal and regional delDisabilities egates. “As we speak,
and health, however, with
Special Needs Policy meeting.
physical access, fund- ( S K N A P D ) , there is a house being
for the twin-island
Place,
the constructed right now
Federation. A draft “In looking at our ing, employment, and Ade’s
report was presented country’s report card, housing remain funda- C o t t o n - T h o m a s near Hermitage Estate
in 2018 that was cited we noted that we have mental challenges, as C o m p r e h e n s i v e ... for someone with

a disability [with] a
ramp from the road to
his house, right to his
door.”
The minister added that
his ministry operates
on the principle that
instead of giving handouts, people must be
empowered, and added
that government, regional and international organizations must
assist in the struggle
for the rights of the
differently-abled.
Permanent Secretary
in the Ministry of
Social Development,
Janelle Lewis-Tafari,
sdaid that a follow-up
workshop will be held
in scheduled for midSeptember with stakeholders to fine-tune
some of the recommendations in the draft
Special Needs Policy
and develop specific
action plans before
they are submitted to
Cabinet.
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Sugar Boys defeats Antigua
twice in friendlies
on Tuesday featured
a much closer and
physical encounter but
The St. Kitts and Nevis ended in a 4-3 St. Kitts
national football team and Nevis victory.
defeated Antigua and
Barbuda twice as part Braces from Tiquan
and
Tahir
of the preparation Tyrell
for the CONCACAF Hanlely handed the
Nations League start- Sugar Boys a close vicing in early September. tory in a game in which
they played some
On Sunday, the Sugar beautiful football.
Boys faced Antigua
and Barbuda thrashing The game had some
them 3-0, with goals physical moments that
from Evansroy Barnes, led to the sending off
Niquan Phipps and of Givaune Amory and
numerous complaints
Kimaree Rogers.
from Jones and the
In this first game, Head worry that a player
Coach Earl Jones said would get seriously
that they started mul- hurt.
tiple players from the
U23 set up as they Jones speaking after
are seeking prepara- the games highlighted
tion after advancing the physicality of the
to the second round game.
of Olympic qualifying. The second game “It was a bit rough
By Loshaun Dixon

at one time I thought
we were playing a
different game to the
Antiguans.”
He said that the Sugar
Boys managed the task
well and the roughness
would help in the overall preparation.
“Our guys still stuck to
the task and kudos to
them. We have to get
a little tougher because
different games we are
going to get a different
roughness and have to
cope with it.”
Jones also spoke of
how significant these
two games were in the
preparation for future
competitive fixtures.

A piece of the action from the Tuesday night encounter

“It has been preparing us in a frame of mind Nevis team opens
their Nations League
us for our upcoming going forward.”
campaign with a game
games. It puts a lot
of fight in us and put The St. Kitts and against Grenada in the

Spice Isle on September
5 before coming home
to face French Guiana
on September 8.
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE
Vacancy

New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

For Rent
Colquhoun’s
Project Nevis
869-661-2105

Vacancy
Pal’s Bar & Snackette
is seeking a bartender
669-8017

Vacancy
Felicity Sewing Shop
is looking for an assistant if interested
Contact # 765-4551
Email: felicitisewingshop@yahoo.com

Vacancy
Skn Executive Travel
is seeking a boat mate
Contact: 660-0355
Email:
Sknexecutivetravel@
gmail.com

Vacancy
REAL
ESTATE EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT REAL
ESTATE REAL ESTATE
EMPLOYMENT Vacancy
EMPLOYMENT
Vacancy
Vacancy
Vacancy
Colors Duty Free
Jewellers is seeking a
watch horologist must
have 5 years experience and watch horology training. 465-2030

Spanish Garage
Needs: One Mechanic
& Secretary
Contact: 667-0430

Vacancy

New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Indie Yogo St.Kitts
seeking certified
yogo instructor and
personal trainer
6605075

Vacancy
Wesk Limited
Seeking One
Deck Hand
Contact : 663-4167

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy
Looking for a jewelry designer with
approximately (10)
years experience at
EFFY JEWELRY
DBA HEAVENLY
JEWELRY at Port
Zante. Please contact
Nick @ 465-4348

Total Power equipment
is looking for a cleaner
662-8161

Survivors Bar
Shop Keeper
Contact: 668-8525

Vacancy

Vacancy

Survival Bar
Needs one Bartender
Contact : 668-8525

Vacancy
Jamaican Bakery
Needs Bakery Assistant
Contact # 660-6196

Vacancy
Health Plus Pharmacy
Cashier
sales clerk
Pharmacy technicians
Pharmacist
Tel:465-1072

Zoe Sensational Life
Occupational
Physio Therapist
Naturopathic Doctor &
Organic Pastry Baker
Contact:660-3647

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Safety Instinct
Needs One Employee
Contact: 7649822/ 661-9822

Miranda Enterprises
Seeking five(5) persons for tilesing .
Contact 663-7096

Proper cut landscaping is seeking
one(1) landscaping
664-0802

Gardner please call
Marcia Wilson
1 201 290 8888

Vacancy
Lingbergh landing
is seeking one (1)
bar/kitchen helper
662-7094

Need Cleaner
Contact: 764-7900

Vacancy

One Sales Person
Juana Boutique
Contact: 665-6682

Vacancy
H&H
One Sales Clerk
Contact: 660-9790

Vacancy

Night Home care personal Assistant needed
Responsibilities
Hygiene Assistance,
Laundry, Light
housekeeping, Meal
Preparations
Contact: 469-2504

Vacancy
Anthony Construstion
seeking a housekeep
6692262

Vacancy
COCOLOSPM
One sales person
Contact: 6679122

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

FAST, WILLING KITCHEN
HANDS FOR THE
BRILLIANT BANANAS
RESTURANT

Times Square Jewels
and Time is seeking
Certified GEMOLOGIST
from Gemological Institute.
3 years sales experience
Must be honest, reliable
and trust worthy and have a
high degree of integrity.

KALI MATA INC
DBA Sharky’s is seeking two store
supervisors

Excellent communication
and listening skills, as well as
full computer knowledge.

ContactHARKSHSADARANGANI@
YAHOO.COM

EXPERIENCE IS NOT
ESSENTIAL, BUT
ENTHUSIASM IS A MUST!!
CALL US TO ARRANGE
A VISIT . 6655862

One (1) Cook, One
(1) Baker and One
(1) Pastry Chef .
Must Have at least
2 years experience.
For more information Please contact
The Guyanese Bakery
at 469-2226.

Vacancy
Mihir Enterprises:
Fort Street Basseterre
Opposite big sale store
contact 6611797
Vacancy for a sales
Representative.

Vacancy
Sales Representitive:
Working 9:00am5:00pm must be able
to work on sundays
when ship is in port
Apply to: I love
St.kitts Bldg 5
store 101 port zante
basseterre st.kitts
Email:
SKBinfo@yahoo.com

Vacancy
Sun & Sand is seeking a store
supervisor

3 years experience

3 years experience

Must be flexible with timing
Spanish speaking is an asset

Must be flexible with timing
Spanish speaking is an asset
Contact- AMIRULALAM2@
HOTMAIL.COM

Email your resume at
NKHUBCHANDANI81@
GMAIL.COM .
LIQUOR LICENCES
ORDINANCE, 1906

LIQUOR LICENCES
ORDINANCE, 1906

SCHEDULE A

SCHEDULE A

To the Magistrate District ‘’C’’
To the Superintendent of Police.
I, June France Now residing in
New Castle in the Parish of St.
James do hereby give you notice
That it is my intention to apply
on 24th Day of September, 2019
next to the District Magistrate
At Charlestown for a Beer
Licence in respect of my
Premises in Rams Court
Yard in Charlestown
Dated this 20th day of August, 2019.
Signed: JFrance

To the Magistrate District ‘’C’’
To the Superintendent of Police.
I, C. Brain Stapleton Now residing
in Clifton Estate in the Street in the
town or Village of St. Thomas’ Parish,
Nevis do hereby give you notice
That it is my intention to apply on 30th Day of August, 2019
next to the District Magistrate
At Charlestown for a Liquor
Licence in respect of my
Premises in Barnes Ghauth Street
in St Thomas Parish , Nevis
Dated this 23rd day of August, 2019.
Signed: Brian Stapleton

SPIRITUALITY
Specilize in all types
of spiritual works- sickness
Removing of evils-Blockages
Clearances- SuccessProsperity
Reading- ECTContact - + 15926305590 or
Whatsapp - +15926305590.
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Gang peace welcomed but
unanswered questions: Douglas
By Loshaun Dixon

Leader
of
the
Opposition Dr Denzil
Douglas said that he
and the St Kitts and
Nevis Labour Party
have welcomed the
peace initiative by
gangs in the Federation
but said questions remain about its details.

that is being shared to
the public with regard
to the programmes
that are in place for the
former gang members
and the compensation
they receive.

we wanted for years.
We welcome there
has been no gun-related incidents for the
past months.”

However, he also said
there should be more
“The work that they information about the
being
said they are giving programmes
them, is it sustainable provided to help forwork?” asked Douglas. mer gang members.

Douglas also accused the government
of taking too much
credit for the peace
initiative when the efKenny Douglas, a fort had been started
Labour Party candi- by gang members
date, also commend- themselves.
“They said they had
ed the former gang
become tired of killing
members and said “Today we hear aleach other and recogDr. Douglas at a Labour Party press conference on Wednesday.
the peace had been most every day the
nised that their famigovernment patting
welcome.
lies were constantly
themselves on the
months, with the gov- wanting to leave gang
not being settled and Douglas said.
“We don’t have any back forgetting the
ernment helping to life.
were concerned it
problem with the gang members initiwould not yield any- The peace initiatives facilitate by providthing sustainable for have been in the works ing support, including Douglas said there is gangs, we welcome ated this themselves,”
them or the country,” for the past several employment, to men not enough information the peace, that is what Douglas said.
Douglas said he had
met with gang leaders
himself and commended them for initiating
the peace.

Douglas also asked
where is the budget is
money coming from
for the programmes.
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JNF General Hospital Receives
Two 2018 Model Ambulances
Delivery of services at
the Joseph Nathaniel
France (JNF) General
Hospital received an
added boost, after the
donation of two 2018
model
ambulances
Friday
by the St.
Christopher and Nevis
Social Security Board.
“Today in particular the
Social Security Board
is elated to officially
hand over two conversion ambulances to
enhance the emergency response capabilities of the Joseph N.
France Hospital. This
significant sum totaling over half a million
dollars, but in particular $568,183.00 represents a little over two
years’ worth of donations to the healthcare…,” said Antonio
Maynard, Director of
St. Christopher and
Nevis Social Security
Board during a handing over ceremony at
JNF.
“…we take great pleasure honouring this
special request and additional sum because
we do recognize the
importance of having
functional, fully loaded, and technologically
advanced ambulances
as a part of our fleet.
Thus, it was necessary for these vehicles
to be purchased and
to be commissioned
to meet the needs of

A 2018 Model Ambulance

those requiring emer- of having good health
gency care especially services and a healthy
in this environment,” workforce.
he added.
Minister of State with
for
The director said the responsibility
organization’s
dona- Health, the Honourable
tion demonstrates its Senator Wendy Phipps,
continued
commit- expressed the Ministry
ment to the delivery of Health’s appreciation.
and advancement of
healthcare throughout “I wish to join with all
the Federation of St. other previous speakKitts and Nevis, adding ers here this morning to
that the Board under- say how delighted the
stands the importance Ministry of Health is to

available for use in St. provided by this hospital, which is basiKitts.
cally ground zero for
“This is a welcomed emergency care, that
improvement for us be- we should have at least
cause what we want to maybe three of four
see ideally is that each buses assigned here
of the hospitals in St. and fortunately be able
Kitts has at least one to build in some rebus in the case of the dundancy so that you
two outposts – Pogson allow for down time
and Mary Charles,” for the ambulances so
Senator Phipps stated. that you don’t wear out
“But then to have at one over the other. So,
The contribution brings JNF, because of the we are getting to that
to total five ambulances share size of coverage mark.”
be on the receiving end
of what I consider to be
a very generous donation to the advancement
of healthcare in St. Kitts
and Nevis, specifically
to our institution-based
healthcare system as we
continue to buildout the
emergency medical response in the Federation
of St. Kitts and Nevis,”
said Minister Phipps.
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STT Fest to host massive
calendar of events
opportunities that seek to
enhance community spirit.
The festival had been on a
The St. Thomas Festival hiatus but was successfully
(STT Fest) is ready to kick revived in 2016 through the
off with a calendar filled efforts of the Community
with pageants, competi- Development Department.
tions, family functions and
The
Observer
spoke
a host of new events.
with committee member
This year’s festival will be Denesia Smithen who
held from September 12 highlighted one of the mato September 19 under the jor changes in the festival
theme ‘Celebrate history, this year.
vivacity and community
with the annual St. Thomas’ “This year will be a little be different because
Parish Festival!’
we are doing some new
STT Fest was first held in things. For example we
2007 and the first patron decided to take out the
of the event was Joseph Jouvert and replace it with
Parry, a resident of St a beach fete, this way we
Thomas’. The objective of would allow the entire
the festival is to provide family and not just the
By Monique Washington

featuring Extasy Sounds
International, Braveheart
Sounds
International,
Highlight, Collin Wyatt
and IV5 of the 313
Family, Myda and the hottest band in the federation
“There will be football, of St. Kitts and Nevis, the
cricket and dominoes Grand Masters Band.
tournament,” she said.
Two days later they will
The festivals activities be- host the calypso show at
gin on September 12 with the St. Thomas Primary
the opening at the Jessups School. This year the winCommunity Centre start- ning categories will be
ing at 6:30PM. The con- Best Lyrical Content, Best
testants vying for the title Performer, Best Dressed
of Miss. STT Fest 2019 Calypsonian, and Crowd
and the participants of Mr. Favourite.
Physique Show will be
September 16 will be the
introduced.
Paradise Beach Affair
September 13 will see the and Fun Day. Starting at
“Liff off de Stress” dance 10AM And the following
young persons to participate. There will be games
and a lot of fun activities
there will be lots of food,
drinks, and great music on
that day.”

day they will host the
Mr. Physique Show and
Fashion Show featuring
Sweet Sister Sencia at
the St. Thomas’ Primary
School Courtyard starting
at 8PM.
The Miss S.T.T Fest
Talented
Teen
20192020 will take place on
September 18 while a
Cool Down with EK the
Real Right Will be hosted
on the following day.
STT Fest is one of three
community festivals held
on the island of Nevis.
WinFest which is held
in May and Gingerama
which is held in December
are the other two community festivals.

Residents Encouraged to Co-operate with
Country Poverty Assessment Survey
Officials
of
the
Department
of
Statistics, within the
Ministry of Sustainable
Development, are encouraging
residents
to co-operate with
enumerators who are
currently in the field
conducting the Survey
of Living Conditions
and
Household
Budgetary
Survey,
part of the Enhanced
Country
Poverty
Assessment (ECPA)
in the Federation of St.
Kitts and Nevis.

are still out there in
the field and we are
seeking their cooperation as we make this
final push to complete
the final set of interviews for the survey,” said Mr. Phipps.
“Notwithstanding,
there have been several issues in the fields
in terms of the cooperation of households,
as well as the ability of
some enumerators to
complete the assigned
work in a timely
manner.”

The department proceeded with the first
phase of the data collection process, to
update
information
on households’ living standards and
patterns of consumption, in 2018. During
an interview with the
St. Kitts and Nevis
Information Service
(SKNIS),
Carlton
Phipps, Director in
the Department of
Statistics, gave a progress. “Let me indicate
to the public that we

He noted that training
continues so that staff
at the Department of
Statistics, as well as
enumerators, can better perform their duties, going out into the
field to conduct the
survey.

we want to make a
final push to have as
many interviews completed in this last period of data collection,”
he said.

Kitts and Nevis was
selected for the survey.

The Director pointed
out the benefits of completing the ECPA, and
thanked the Caribbean
Bank
“So, we have been The SLC-HBS is a Development
having some ongoing study of the social and (CDB) and the OECS
situation Commission for being
training of persons to economic
try to get the surveys of households within key supporters/partmoving. We are near- the country. A random ners in conducting and
ing that end of the peri- sample size of seven financing a significant
od that was designated percent of the house- portion of the projfor data collection and hold population of St. ect. The last Country

Poverty Assessment
was conducted a decade ago.
“They [the CDB and
related agencies] have
used the data coming
out of such a survey
to offer assistance in
impoverished and at
risk/vulnerable communities,” he said. “A
lot of the work that
would have happened
under the Basic Needs

Trust Fund (BNTF)
was as a result of the
last Country Poverty
Assessment conducted in 2007/2008.”
Those with questions or concerns
should
contact
the Department of
Statistics at telephone number 4671060/1063 or send an
email to statistics@
gov.kn.
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PEO: energized and
enthused about school year

Nevis PEO Zahnela Claxton giving remarks on Monday

By Monique Washington

team, succession planning has been embedded in many of the decisions made for the new
school year. This will be evident in the school
leadership and management team,” she said.

The new 2019-2020 academic year is set to on
Monday and the Nevis principal education officer says she is enthused about what the year has Meanwhile, Junior Minister of Education Troy
Liburd said that teachers who were unable to reto offer.
ceive their teaching certificate from the Clarence
On Monday, over 400 teachers, school cooks, Fitzroy Bryant College (CFBC) will still be able
principals, coaches, physical education teach- to climb the pay scale.
ers and crossing guards gathered at the Nevis
Performing Arts Center for the ‘Back to School “We have had some of our teachers who would
Convocation 2019’. The event was held under have gone on to CFBC to do the teachers course
the theme “ Know your Students. Education for and for whatever reason, they were not able to
get their certification but they have been in the
All: Embracing Change, Securing the Future.
system for many years and they have been workPEO Zahnela Claxton noted that after the six- ing,” said Liburd.
week summer vacation everyone should be energised and enthused about what the 2019 -2020 “I have been told by the principals and other
teachers that these are some of the hard-working
school year will have to offer.
teachers. They go the extra mile and they do a
“We are the cusp of the pilot of the new cur- really good job but they have been stuck on the
riculum after months of consultation, curriculum scale without any real option of moving up the
writing and professional development. We want scale,” he said.
to ensure you are equipped to lead and to be a
Liburd said that after discussion with the
part of the process,“ she said.
Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Human
Claxton said the new addition of Renel Daniel as Resources a new scale has been crafted so that
School Meals Coordinator and Terenz Wallace the teachers can advance up the pay scale.
Warner as Communication and Documentation
Liburd noted that the implementation has begun
Officer.
and teachers will begin to benefit from the new
“This year the value of the team has been ce- pay scale. All public schools officially open on
mented in my mind. You are all members of this September 2.
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Zion villager survives crash after
car slips on spilt stones
to drivers on the road,
it can cause serious accidents like the one I
have just experience
myself in which I was
extremely lucky to escape from almost unhurt,” she said.

By Monique Washington

A Zion villager was
spared her life after her
vehicle crashed and
flipped after slipping
over spilt aggregate on
the island’s main road
on Monday. Annelise
Leibbrandt was driving from New Castle to
her home in Zion when
she came to a section
of the island main road
in the New River area
that was covered with
tiny stones that had
spilt from a truck.
“At the bottom of New
River, I encountered a
lot of small stones on
the road. I immediately
applied my breaks but
the car was already
out of control,’ she
told The Observer. She
said that her car then

The Observer contacted Traffic Officer
Marva Chiverton who
said that by law all
trucks should be covered when carrying
material however the
law is not being enforced as it should.

Zion villager Annelise Leibbrandt’s car after she was in an accident on Monday. She said the accident happened after
her car skidded on tiny stones that had been left on the road.

hit a culvert, flipped
over and came to a
standstill.
“I was able to release
my seatbelt and crawl
out of the car, relatively unhurt,” Leibbrandt
said.
She said that some local farmers came out to
assist her and she was
taken to the Alexandra
Hospital where she
was admitted for observation overnight.
Leibbrandt said there

are a number of large
trucks transporting materials to the road project at Cotton Ground
and other parts of the
island which are not
covered. She believes
they have spilt material
which could cause an
accident.
“The road was covered
with stones and grave
that would have fallen
from trucks carrying aggregate for the road project,” said Leibbrandt.
“It is a serious hindrance

She also said that if a
truck is transporting
materials for Publics
Works or Solid Waste
then it is the responsibility of the establishment to make sure the
roads are clean after. If
the truck is transporting material privately
then the trucker holds
the responsibility to
clean after themselves.
Leibbrandt advised all
drivers to be cautious
when they come across
these small stones on
the road
“When they are driving and they coming
across theses stones
take extreme care.
Drive as slowly as you
possibly can and just
be careful. Don’t drive
fast or you might get
into an accident,” said
Leibbrandt.
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Condolences for composer
of National Anthem
By Kenichi Serino

Condolences
have
been extended by the
prime minister, opposition leader, members of the public
and foreign governments following the
death on Monday of

musician
Kendrick
Georges, writer of the
national anthem of the
Federation, ‘Oh Land
of Beauty!’.
Georges, born in New
Town, St. Kitts on May
1, 1955, was 64.
“Kenrick

Georges

effortlessly encapsulated a boundless love
and patriotic devotion
for our newly established nation in 1983
with the composition
of a deeply moving
and magnificent ode
to the country’s beauty
and tranquility, which
is widely and rightly

considered to be one
of the world’s best national anthems,” said
Prime Minister Dr.
Timothy Harris in a
statement.
“Over 35 years later,
our national anthem
remains an iconic
masterpiece that will

Musician Kendrick Georges, writer of the St. Kitts and
Nevis national anthem, passed away on Monday

forever leave an indelible impression on all
citizens and residents
of St. Kitts and Nevis
and on all of our lives.”
Leader
of
the
Opposition Dr. Denzil
Douglas expressed his
‘deep sadness and utter
shock” at the news of
George’s death.
“Kendrick
was
a
gentle yet courageous
soul who used his extraordinary and exceptional skills in music
and poetry to bring
life lessons and joy to
all of humanity,” said
Douglas.
“Throughout his life’s
journey, he shared his
passion for his music, his students and
family.”
“Kendrick was an exemplary human being,
he loved his life, his
family, his people and
of course he loved culture,” Douglas said.
The Department of
Culture also extended

its condolences, calling his passing “a
deep loss” and noted
it comes only days
before the Federation
celebrates its 36th year
of independence.
The
Embassy
of
Venezuela also conveyed its condolences
and support on the
news of Georges’
death in a statement.
“May God’s comfort
give divine strength
to continue his legacy
that he left to the future generation, for his
love and devotion to
homeland, as a Patriot,
Musician, that honour
his country becoming
part of its history, not
only to his family, but
also to the people of
the Federation,” read
the statement.
Georges is survived
by his wife, Bernice;
his children, Deidre,
Gigi, Keneel, Kenijah,
Kenisha,
Kenricia
and Kenrick, and his
grandchildren.
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No comment on
Yale report: SKBRF
By Kenichi Serino

The St Kitts Biomedical Research
Foundation (SKBRF) will not be
commenting on a recent report commissioned by Yale that said one of
the university’s professors sexually
assaulted five students and committed misconduct against several others
while doing research at the facility.
“No comment,” said SKBRF Facility
Manager Alexis Nisbett to The
Observer when contacted this week
about the investigation into Yale
Professor Eugene Redmond.
Redmond was on the faculty of
the Yale School of Medicine in the
Psychiatry and Neurosurgery departments from 1974 until he retired in
July 2018. Throughout those years he
had done ground-breaking research
into primate brains at the SKBRF.
The report was the result of an investigation into Redmond that began after a Yale undergraduate student filed

a formal complaint against the professor in March 2018 alleging sexual
misconduct while the two were at the
SKBRF.
The report was released last week. The
investigation found that Redmond had
sexually assaulted five of his students
and committed misconduct against
several others while they worked at
the SKBRF and committed “other
acts of sexual misconduct” involving eight other Yale students and one
high school student while in St. Kitts,
New Haven--where Yale’s campus is
located--and other locations.
According to the report, Redmond
used his position to initiate unwanted
sexual touching and, in some cases,
would drink with students before
sexually abusing those who were too
intoxicated to stop him. The students
felt intimidated in coming forward
because of Redmond’s power and
prestige as a respected faculty member at Yale.
According to the report, Yale first

The St Kitts Biomedical Research Foundation has declined to comment on a report by
Yale that Prof Eugene Redmond sexually assaulted or abused several of the university’s students while doing research at the facility.

conducted an investigation into
Redmond after complaints were
raised by students in 1994. The report found that the 1994 investigation “had flaws” and did not create
any oversight over Redmond and
student activity at SKBRF. Redmond
had told Yale that he was stopping his
programme of bringing students to St.
Kitts, however, this turned out to be
not true.
“Redmond’s false representations
to YSM that he had terminated the

programme created a false sense of
confidence that his misconduct had
stopped. In fact, at least by 2001,
Redmond returned to recruiting students to work with him in St. Kitts,
and required some of them to share a
bedroom with him,” read the report.
The investigators said that Redmond
“failed to honor” his promises to Yale
and breached a policy the SKBRF
had put into place after the 1994 accusations requiring separate housing
for students and faculty.
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Emrit ready for CPL challenge with Patriots
Marley Hector T10
competition for Lions
in Conaree last weekNew St. Kitts and end, said that he was
Nevis Patriots bowler looking forward to
Rayad Emrit is gear- his first CPL with
ing up for the chal- the Patriots having
lenge of representing played last year with
the Patriots during the Guyana Amazon
the 2019 Caribbean Warriors.
Premier league that
Emrit said, “I am lookwill begin next week.
ing forward to the
Emrit, who was playing challenge it is a differin the local Auckland ent opportunity with a
By Loshaun Dixon

new franchise. It is a be trying my best to
good opportunity for help the team go as far
me to stake my claim.” as they can as well as
the other guys.”
He added that he feels
that the Patriots have a Emrit said he was playstrong side on paper to ing in the T10 compechallenge for the CPL tition to build up some
match sharpness ahead
title.
of the CPL.
“I think we have a wellbalanced team, is just “It is always a good
for us to go out there opportunity to get a
and show our strength run out before the acand be focused. I will tual tournament and

Rayad Emrit after a run out at the Conaree Cricket
Centre on Sunday

try to keep fit. It is the
shorter version of the
game and it is quite
intense. I take the opportunity to play as
much as I can now and
to stay as match ready
as I can. It is a good
opportunity for me as
well as the other guys
who are taking part.”
His Lions side on the
day lost the encounter to Newtown but
he called the effort
“decent”.
“I thought it was a decent effort. I thought
we should have gotten
more runs probably
100 or 110 but they
bowled well so that is
how it goes.”
Emrit as well as
other Patriots players Dominic Drakes,

Kjorn Ottley, Jeremiah
Louis and Devon
Thomas also played in
Conaree on Sunday.
The 2019 CPL bowls
off on September
4 with the Patriots
now led by Carlos
Brathwaite travelling
to Trinidad to face
defending champions
Trinbago Knightriders.
The Patriots home
stand
at
Warner
Park will run from
September
10-17
with five games being
played in Basseterre.
Emrit is a T20 veteran
with 120 games under his belt and 131
wickets. He also represented West Indies
at international level
with his maiden call up
in 2007.
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Top four taking shape in T10 competition
By Loshaun Dixon

Sandy Point, Newtown and
Molineaux/Cayon all found success this past weekend as the top
four takes shape in the Auckland
Marley Hector T10 cricket tournament at Conaree Cricket Centre,
while Lions suffered a possible
knockout punch.

stroked 44 from 19 balls and Tariq
Newman hit 20 from 17 balls as
Lions looked to record their first
win.

In their turn at the crease Newtown
featured Jeremiah Louis and
Dominic Drakes of the Patriots
who reached their target with
Jeremiah and Drakes bringing the
team home. Captain Mikyle Louis,
however, top-scored for Newtown
On Saturday, Sandy Point earned with 44 from 29 balls to set up the
120 for 3 off their 10 overs against eight-wicket victory.
Young Guns. Akeem Saunders led
the way for Sandy Point with 65 After the game Mikyle of
off 31 deliveries smashing seven Newtown said that his team had a
fours and two sixes, as he guided plan and executed well.
his side to the highest total in the
“The bowlers executed well and
competition thus far.
the batsmen in the end did a really
In response, Young Guns gave good job.”
Sandy Point a good run as they
threatened the target with Welton Going forward he said they would
Edwards and Bernard Island put be looking to keep things simple
on 58 for the opening partnership and not over complicate the game.
with Island stroking 37 from 23
In the final match of the weekend
balls.
Molineaux/Cayon defeated Young
Edwards then took up the bulk of Guns by seven wickets. Young
the scoring before he was run out Guns asked to bat first posted 74
for 48 from 28 balls. His dismissal for 3 off their 10 overs, with Welton
ended Young Guns hopes of an Edwards leading the way with 53
upset as they eventually stumbled off 37 balls as he dominated the innings as the only batsman reaching
to 99 for 5 from their 10 overs.
double digits.
On the following day, the first
game saw a match-up between However, the target did not pose
Newtown and Lions with both a challenge for Molineaux/Cayon
teams featuring players from the as they strolled to 74 for 3 off 7.2
St. Kitts and Nevis Patriots who overs with Devon Thomas another
are here preparing for the 2019 Patriots player smashing 48 off 23
balls.
CPL.
Lions featured Riyad Emrit and
Yannick Ottley and they won the
toss and decided to bat posting 84
for 2 from their 10 overs. Ottley

Jaeel Clarke, captain for Molineaux,
said it was a well-played game by
his side and going forward will be
looking to fine-tune the basics.

Bernard Island of Young Guns plays a leg sided stroke versus Sandy Point

Mikyle Louis of Newtown versus Lions on Sunday

A section of the audience at the Conaree Cricket Centre
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SKN Tennis
Association
to host
international
competition
By Loshaun Dixon

The St. Kitts and Nevis
Tennis
Association
will be hosting an
International
Tennis
Federation (ITF) sanctioned international junior tennis tournament
in St. Kitts this year.
The competition named
the
Liamigua/Oualie
World Junior Tour will
be taking place in St.
Kitts and Nevis over the
period November 23 to
the 30 at Warner Park.
Watkins
Chiverton,
president of the Tennis
Association, said the
tournament is a leg of
the global ITF Junior
tournaments.
It will be for players
who are under the age
of 18 who will travel
to St. Kitts to compete
with local and international players.
“This would be our first
hosting of the event. We
see it as a grand opportunity not just to get our
players involved in the
game but to give them
the exposure and global
experience that they are

going to need to develop themselves,” said
Chiverton.
The tournament will be
broken down into two
main categories with a
preliminary round for
the first three days of
the competition before
the main draw for the
final days.
The preliminary rounds
will have 40 players in
total and the main draw
will be a round of 32
competition. There will
also be doubles play.
“The caliber of play will
be what you are accustomed to see at the US
Open or Wimbledon.”
He said the competition
would be held at the
renovated tennis facilities at Warner Park.
“They are in a very
nice state to host that
type of match play
here in St. Kitts and
Nevis,” said Chiverton.
Chiverton said the
Tennis Association was
able to host the even
after becoming a member in good standing
with the ITF. “Once
you have paid your dues

Members of the St. Kitts and Nevis Tennis Association at a recent press briefing

these are some of the
privileges you have of
being a member of ITF.
Once you are in good
standing you can apply
to host these events,” he
said.
He said that assurances
have been given to ensure that the necessary
things are in place as it
relates to venue and hotel capacity which have
gone through a vetting
and approval process.
“We
applied
last
November and got the
approval in February
that the tournament was
granted,”
Chiverton
said.
He also noted that he
was confident of his
Association’s ability to
host such a tournament.
“Last year, as a test
event we hosted the trination that featured our
players against St Lucia
and Antigua and the
logistical things behind
the hosting of that event

was utilised to gauge
ourselves and to have
the experience necessary to host an international event.”
The tennis head said
that other countries in
the Caribbean who have
hosted similar competitions had shared knowledge as well.
Chiverton
explained
how the local players
participating would be
selected.
“The local coaches who
are the ones who would
submit the names and
throughout the year their
performance throughout
the various tournaments
allows them to be eligible to be selected by the
coaches to participate.”
“Our players are young
and our programme
is just getting out the
blocks but we believe
that they will be able to
put on their best. We had
them go through a development programme

to bring their game up
to speed,”
Andrew Abraham, vice
president of the Tennis
Association, said that
the age group St. Kitts
and Nevis are hosting
is called the J5 and includes players 14 to 18.
It is the largest group in
terms of players.
He said the tournament
should be considered as
one where all players
are competing against
one another as opposed
to locals competing
against other nations.
“It is not for us to look at
it as St. Kitts and Nevis
is coming up against
the world but a tournament where our players
would be playing in the
different rounds and
competing to win.”
He noted that it was
good for exposure for
young St. Kitts and
Nevis tennis players.
“It will help them see

what is out there in
the world of tennis
and for them to use it
as a benchmark as to
where they are at and
to understand what is
required for them to
be performing at the
highest level,” said
Abraham.
“We are talking a very
high level of tennis.
These players from
various
countries
around the world are
coming here to display
their skills at the highest level.”
He also encouraged
local support for the
competition
“We want all of the
local fans to come out
and all of the persons
who are interested in
tennis to look at good
tennis at that level and
support our players.”
The Tennis Association
said as hosts they
are still looking for

sponsors.
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SKNLP calls for
legalisation of
marijuana

Labour Party Candidate for Constituency 4 Steve Wrensford at a press conference on
Wednesday

By Loshaun Dixon

able to use cannabis in the privacy of
their own homes and for religious purposes at places of worship.

The St. Kitts Nevis Labour Party
(SKNLP) has called for the legalisa- The law also allows for people to cultition of marijuana, saying they would vate a limited number of plants in their
take a responsible approach to canna- private dwellings.
bis if they were returned to office.
Members of the Rastafarian comLabour
Party
Candidate
for munity have said they are dissatisfied
Constituency 4 Steve Wrensford at a with the amendments.
press conference on Wednesday questioned whether marijuana is “really a Wrensford called the passage of the
drug” and asked if it should be treated amendments “a fiasco” and said
the new rules did not go far enough
“under another machinery”.
in relaxing laws around the use of
Wrensford said the SKNLP has not marijuana.
yet seen the report of the National
Commission on Cannabis of Cannabis He said there would still be penalties
which was released in July but would for people possessing more than 15
grams of marijuana and people smokconsider it before moving forward.
ing it outside of designated areas could
He said that the SKNLP’s approach still face fines, community service or
to marijuana and legalisation would three days in prison.
also be done in consultation with the
“One thing we all must be aware of
Rastafarian community.
imprisonment is imprisonment no
“We will meet with the Rastafarians matter how short the sentence is it is
they have concerns and this is a hu- still imprisonment. These persons who
man rights issue, not a drug issue,” are found with marijuana in their possession will still be condemned and be
said Wrensford.
sent to prison,” Wrensford said.
“I would assure the Rastafarians that
the St. Kitts and Nevis Labour Party The amendments came just ahead
will do what is right and legalise the of a deadline set by Judge Eddy
use of marijuana effectively and Ventose in which he declared that the
Federation’s existing drug laws vioefficiently.”
lated privacy and religious belief and
Earlier this month the government gave Parliament time to change them.
made amendments to the Drugs Act
which effectively decriminalised pos- However, Wrensford said the amendsession of 15 grams of cannabis, mak- ments did not comply with Ventose’s
ing it punishable with an EC $50 fine court order and the matter should be
or community service. Persons would taken back to court.
only face jail time if they refused to
“This matter does not fulfil the request
pay the fine or community service.
of the high court, would again be taken
Under the new rules persons are now to the court,” Wresnford said.
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Less than one in
five St. Kitts turtle
eggs hatch: study
“We want to produce as
many hatchlings as we
can so we can have as
Less than one in five many come back,” said
leatherback
turtles Stewart.
eggs on St. Kitts hatch,
far below ordinary The research was done
rates, according to a by counting eggs laid
recent study by Ross and examining eggs
University and the that had not successfully
St. Kitts Sea Turtle hatched. Stewart said
that the eggs that had not
Monitoring Network.
hatched showed signs
Dr. Kimberley Stewart, of being affected by disassociate professor of eases or environmental
Special Studies at Ross factors. 38 percent of the
University, said they did unhatched turtle eggs
the research at two leath- showed health issues.
erback turtle nesting
sites on St. Kitts from “[We’re] trying to get to
2015 to 2016, Keys the bottom of this hatch
beach and North Friar’s success questions,” said
Stewart.
beach.

were female suggesting that the eggs were
exposed to more warm
temperatures.

“The pathology findings
were interesting because
one of the things we
were finding were skeletal necrosis, pneumonia,
renal mineralisation,”
she said.

She said these health issues were of “significant
concern” with some of
these trends being found
in Grenada.

By Kenichi Serino

While leatherback turtle
eggs usually have about
a 50 percent chance
of hatching, at North
Friar’s the rate was only
about 33 percent. Keys
was even lower--only
six percent of the leatherback turtle eggs there
hatched.
Stewart said the research
does not bode well for
leatherback
turtles,
which have lost over 50
percent of their population over the last 100
years. Fewer hatchlings
will mean fewer turtles
returning to lay eggs.

“High temperatures can
also be lethal to sea turtles as well.”
Stewart said that temperature affects sea
turtles embryos with
more females developing in warmer temperatures and males in cooler
temperatures. Of the
84 unhatched eggs, 68

“That’s one of the connections we’ve had with
sea turtles, with these
increased temperatures
what we will see with
these gender bias,” said
Stewart.
“Temperature is playing a very large role in
that a large majority of
nests are incubating at
very large temperatures.
I think based on these
findings, and these studies, some of these health
issues are also playing a
role.”

“We’ve seen this measurable decline in the
decline of Northwest
Atlantic
leatherback
population,”
said
Stewart. She said the
decline has caused some
turtle researchers to form
a Northwest Atlantic
working group that has
recommended leatherback turtles be moved to
the endangered list. “It’s
been a pretty massive

Ross professor Dr. Kimberley Stewart with student Ciara Peace scan a turtle to see if
it has a tracker

A leatherback turtle. According to a recent study, hatching rates on St. Kitts are far
below the expected average

decline that caused us to she said.
come together as group
to share data,” she “We’re definitely seeing less females, they
said.
used to come back
Stewart said they are every two years, now
still
investigating they‘re coming back
the cause of the poor every five years.”
hatch rates but have
speculated that hu- She said they are hopman threat--including ing to conduct more
pesticides, fishing and comparative research
egg poaching, loss of on leatherback sea
habitat, and environ- turtles in Grenada and
mental factors could St. Croix in the U.S.
Virgin Islands.
be a factor.
“We’re
obviously
seeing less turtles returning to lay. Is it the
result of these [human] effects, is it a result of less hatchling?
It’s probably going
to be multifactorial,”

in turtles will result in
increases in jellyfish
populations that impede fishing.
“It’s for that reason
we call them ‘fisherman’s friends’,” said
Stewart.
Sea turtles are also
part of eco-tourism
efforts, with their
presence
attracting
visitors.

Stewart said that
people who want to
help with local sea
turtle populations can
volunteer to monitor
nests or phone and report any new nests by
Sea turtles feed on jel- calling the sea turtle
lyfish and a decrease hotline on 764-6664,
Stewart said that sea
turtles serve important functions to sea
ecology as well as the
local economy.

Ross University associate professor Kimberley Stewart handles a leatherback turtle.
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Rastas’ annual march
highlights dissatisfaction
with marcher Ras I-roy
and questioned him
on the reason he was
Dozens of Rastafarians marching.
took to the streets of
Basseterre last Friday “It is an annual march
to march against what that we have been dothey said was the ing for the last ten
oppression of their years against corrupcommunity and dis- tion of a lot of laws
satisfaction with the and practices in the
recent
amendments country that is not in
to the drug act that keeping with the conrelaxes punishments stitution and the herb
for marijuana and de- is one of them.”
criminalizes it in small
He said that though
amounts.
the passage of amendThey marched and ments to the drug act
decriminalized
regularly shouted “free that
up the herb!” and “the possession of 15 grams
bill needs fire!” as they of marijuana was a
traversed through the positive sign, it was
still not sufficient and
streets of Basseterre.
did not satisfy a recent
One rasta had a sign court judgment made
By Loshaun Dixon

while
marijuana still criminal time atlaws are changed, tached to possession
Rastafarians should be of the herb.”
consulted.
He said the recent
“No change in the laws laws that were passed
should be made in this still include punishcountry regarding mar- ments for possession
ijuana and rastas are of small amounts of
not included. This 15 marijuana such as
grams that they come fines, community serup with does nothing vice and--if those are
for Rastafari and if you not paid--jail time.
want to make some- People who would
thing for I, you must also grow cannabis
first discuss with us to for their personal
use must also seek
see what satisfy us.”
permission from the
Another protester, Ras government.
Idred said that he was
marching in solidar- “How could you say
ity, in recognition of you decriminalised it
Marcus Garvey and but ain give us anyalso to “free the herb”. thing. They are still
saying we have to ask
“We see that babylon is permission to grow
Ras Idred holds up a flag during a Rasta march

Rastas march thorough Basseterre on Friday highlighting dissatisfaction with marijuana laws.

that read “Herb can
be used for different
purposes like building
business, make clothes
and heal sicknesses”
another read “I am not
a drug dealer, cigarette
does more damage”.
The Observer spoke

trying to keep us here
in St. Kitts in bondage. Full time now
the government stop
sending people to jail
for herb and here we
have the government
saying they decriminalising herb and
Ras I-roy said that amending and there is
in favour of personal
and religious use of
marijuana. “It is not in
keeping with what the
judge ordered, so we
decided we will continue the march and
fighting for our rights.”

Ras I-Roy holds a sign while marching on Friday

laws that they want to legal amount for me
or you to have and
clarify.
move from point A to
“They are still not point B and if police
giving me the right to stop me with what is
grow and have herb that.”
because I still could
He added that there be fined or ticketed. The march climaxed
Independence
is still some vague- What we want to in
ness surrounding the know is what is the Square with a rally.
herb in our yard that
is why we are encouraging people to
come out and send
the message we are
not satisfied.”
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Notice: Additional Job Vacancies
at the Labour Department
females), Bakers (males and females), Marina Cleaners, Housekeeping Attendants, Care
Dockhand, Marina Dockmaster, Marina Guest Givers, House Parent and Deputy House
Parent, Carpenter, Legal Assistant, Cook
Service Coordinator.
and Assistant Cook, Team Members (food
Vacancies also exist for a Legal Assistant, handlers permit required), Courtesy Clerk
Latin and Italian Chefs, Bartenders, Line (bagger), Replenisher (packing shelves),
Cook, Waiting Staff, Kitchen Assistants/ Heavy Equipment Operator, General
and
Operation
Manager.
Helpers, Drivers (trucks and buses), Labourers,
The new positions are for a Gym Assistant, Solderer, Painters (males and females),
Sales Clerks, Meat Cutters (males and fe- Security Officers, Laundry Attendant, For additional information telephone: 467males), Produce Attendants (males and Customer Service Representatives, Cashier, 2071, 762-1029 or 662-2075.
The Department of Labour announce new positions are being advertised in addition to those
announced earlier in the week, and is inviting
persons to come into its office on the first
floor of the Ursula Amory Building, Victoria
Road, Basseterre to apply to fill a number of
vacancies that exist within several companies.
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Carifesta 14: We liming by the Circus!
Market, in the Queen’s
Park Savannah, to see
a familiar sight — a
to-scale model of the
Berkeley Memorial,
commonly called the
There is a theory that Circus — might agree.
familiarity
contributes to the sweetness Just as in St. Kitts
of the lime. Delegates and Nevis, the repfrom the St. Kitts and lica became a popuNevis contingent to lar meeting point
Carifesta 14, who for delegates from
were surprised upon the federation and
entering the Grand the perfect photo
Port
of
Spain,
Trinidad—Trinidad
and Tobago is known
for calypso, steelpan
and a good lime.

spot for Carifesta
14 patrons for portraits, “Selfies” and
“Ussies.”
The replica of “the
Circus,”
captured
with all the intricacies of the original,
was not only an alluring backdrop, but
also a visual testament to the pride, resilience and richness
of the culture of St.

A 2018 Model Ambulance

in 1883 in memory
of Thomas Berkeley
Hardtman Berkeley,
legislator and owner
of estates, in recognition for his service
The
Berkeley to the people of the
Memorial was erected two islands. It is one
Kitts and Nevis, as
well as indicative of
the impact St. Kitts
and Nevis’ history has
on the regional stage.

of the most popular landmarks in the
twin island state. At
the top of the 20-foot
structure is a clock
that has endured the
test of time and the
weather.
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Farmers who lost animals
to Dermatophilosis are
asked to report to the
Department of Agriculture
The Department of Agriculture
is advising all farmers who
have lost animals as a result of
Dermatophilosis, also known
as the Tropical Bont Tick, to
visit the department and obtain a ‘Disease Death Report

to death. Caused by a parasite
known as the tropical bont
tick, dermatophilosis can affect
Dermatophilosis is a bacterium cattle, sheep, goats, horses, and
that causes scabs and crusts less frequently pigs, dogs, and
on the skin on animals, and cats.
in some cases, can lead lead
Form’ from the department’s
Veterinary Unit.

Dermatophilosis in livestock
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Solid Waste Manager: Sanitation
Workers Deserve Utmost Respect
Sanitation
workers at the Solid
Waste
Management
Corporation (SWMC)
have
been
saluted
for diligently carrying out the vital role
of helping to keep the
country clean, and top
officials at the SWMC
are encouraging the
general public to recognize and appreciate
their service SWMC
General Manager, Ivor
Keithley Phillip, said on
Wednesday’s edition of
the ‘Working for You’
television and radio
programme
“I’ve asked persons to
treat our staff with the
respect and dignity that
they would want to be
treated with,” Phillip
said.
Mr. Phillip said that
while persons are keen
to pay their power bills
because they enjoy
electricity and their
cable bills so that they
can watch their favourite television shows,
it would be a major
problem if they were
asked to pay for garbage
collection.
“Let us leave their waste
for two weeks and that
changes the conversation,” he expressed,
noting that the effects
would be disastrous.
Noting that collecting garbage is challenging and there is
a prevailing stigma

which ran for about
eight weeks. So, we
went around from community to community
collecting… and that is
what triggered our need
to change up what we
already had. Not that
it wasn’t working, but
we just felt that it was
not as efficient as we
would want our collection services,” said
Christopher. “It was a
general consensus that
waste was not being collected as frequently as
the household members
would have liked.”

SWMC officials Christopher and Phillip said sanitation workers should be valued by
public

associated with persons
that perform the job,
Jamella
Christopher,
Senior Manager of
Human Resource and
Communications,
said that the conduct
of sanitation workers
who collect garbage on
the trucks has vastly
improved.
“We are a staff that is
passionate,” she said.
“We have made our job
a task job and so no
worker is behind a truck
for a continuous eight
hours,” she indicated.
“They have a specific
area [to complete] and
that is why you would

see our men [working]
vigorously and in a rush
because they know they
have a job to get done.”
Christopher noted that
sanitation workers are
also equipped with safety vests, back braces,
hard hats, and appropriate work boots. When
necessary, the garbage
collectors are also given
injections at health centres to ensure they are
protected from illness.
New
Optimization
Model for Garbage
Collection by SWMC
More Practical for
Consumer. The Solid
Waste
Management

Corporation’s (SWMC)
introduction of a new
optimization model for
garbage collection is
expected to be more
practical for consumers
in St. Kitts.
The nationwide door-todoor garbage collection
model includes additional days and pick up
times for all zones and
contractors
assigned
to each of the zones,
among other pertinent
issues.
“Solid Waste embarked
on this journey actually one year ago with
the inception of our
cleanup programmes,

The new model included
the introduction of inspectors whose job is
to ensure that waste is
collected. These persons
are assigned to work
with St. Kitts-Nevis
Disposals (SKANDIS),
D&D Services and
Admiral’s Enterprises,
Ltd. — haulers contracted by SWMC — to assist
with garbage collection.
“With our new process
in place, we have employed what we call
inspectors, and each of
the haulers must have inspectors. That is critical
to their coming onboard
with us. The role of the
inspectors is to visit various rounds, communities, zones… to ensure
that the waste is collected and to determine by
speaking to households
what difficulty they may
or may not encounter,’
said Phillip. “Because
we are in our embryonic

stage it allows us to investigate the problems
and to have a hands-on
approach and basically
to go house to house to
inspect.”
Phillip noted that garbage
collection is important
because non-collection
and non-management
of garbage would lead
to health issues, as well
as the obvious benefit of
the beautification of the
country.
“We recognize that on
the face of the whole
discussion, that the
need to manage our
waste plays a critical
part, so that as part
of our development
thrust we at Solid
Waste
Management
Corporation are doing
our best in terms of the
human development of
our people through the
management of waste,
in an effort to make us
more attractive to our
visitors, more competitive and certainly
cleaner,” he said. “And
so, the opportunity to
share with you what we
deem phase one of this
whole process is certainly one that we do
not take very lightly.”
SWMC
Manager
Phillip
encouraged
residents to manage
their waste disposal
by ensuring that waste
is properly sorted and
safely packaged before
depositing in garbage
bins.

Over 1 million pounds of scrap metal
from derelict vehicles shipped out
The government of St. Kitts and
Nevis, in conjunction with the Solid
Waste Management Corporation
(SWMC), removed over one million
pounds of metal in the form of derelict vehicles out of the Federation
in 2018 as part of its push towards
sustainable development, the green

economy and creating an ecofriendly society, General Manager
of SWMC, Keithley Phillip, revealed in an appearance on the radio and television show “Working
for You” Wednesday.
“All the derelict vehicles, we bring

them to the land fill, they are com- of the major areas where derelict
pacted, and they are placed in 40 vehicles had been cleared.
feet containers and they are shipped
out,” he explained.
The project “is going extremely well
and is one of the things we (Solid
Phillip also noted the location where Waste Management Corporation)
the new Basseterre High School is are most proud of,” he said.
being built in Pond’s Estate was one
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‘Dance the
masquerade’
Since their initial performance at the preopening parade Aug.
16 to now, The St.
Kitts and Nevis masquerades have been
darlings of Carifesta 14
in Trinidad and Tobago,
including their most
recent performances
at the Queen’s Hall in
Port of Spain and the
Southern Academy for
the Performing Arts in variations of the art
form as there are obSan Fernando.
vious differences beLocals
and
visi- tween St. Kitts and
tors from throughout Nevis masquerades and
CARICOM have em- those from Montserrat,
braced the group and who have conical head
become fascinated with pieces, but the fundatheir rhythmic dances, mentals still remain. It
colourful and intricate is an art form to comcostumes and elabo- municate, celebrate and
rate crowns with long speak our journey from
the past till now.
feathers.

flute, the big drum and
the snare with masquerades slated for St.
Kitts and Nevis’ country night Thursday on
the main stage at the
Queen’s Park Oval.

Organizers
within
the contingent have
promised delivery of a
production that showcases the twin island
state and its rich hisMasquerades
have Patrons can expect tory. The old adage still
evolved over time more of the high- rings out ‘we small but
and there have been pitched notes of the we tallawah.”
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2nd Annual National Day of Prayer
and Fasting Scheduled for Sept. 2
The Ministry of Ecclesiastical Affairs, in collaboration with the church community across
St. Kitts and Nevis, will once again observe a
National Day of Prayer and Fasting on Monday,
Sept. 2, and encourage residents are to participate in the organized events.
This is the second consecutive year that the
commemoration will be held. Churches are encouraged to organize appropriate activities in
the morning and midday for those who wish to

participate. In the evening, residents are invited our being’ and so our entire national life must be
to the Zion Moravian Church at Victoria Road, surrounded with prayer, enforced, and supported
Basseterre, for a National Prayer Gathering be- with prayer.”
ginning at 7 p.m.
The Federal Cabinet participated in the inaugural
“It is important because it is the entire na- National Day of Prayer and Fasting by inviting
tion that is called to prayer,” said Ron Dublin- Dr. Calvin Hazel, Pastor of the Calvary Baptist
Collins, Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Tabernacle, to lead the group in prayer at the
Ecclesiastical Affairs. “It is our faith that guides start of a formal meeting of the Cabinet. Several
our everyday life. We believe that — as the word members also participated in the National Prayer
says – we live in him, ‘we live, move and have Gathering later that day.
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